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Ei.ghty   subjects    (40   males,    40   females)    were    run    indi.vidually
in   a   design   that   involved   three   phases.       In   the   first   phase,
either   a   male   or   female   confederate   annoyed   the   subject.       In
the   next   phase,    the   subject   was    provided   wi.th   the   oppor-
tuni.ty   of   a   cathartic   experi.ence   by   aggressi.ng   against
ei.ther   the   original    confederate   that   annoyed   hi.in   (or   her),    a
different   confederate   of   the   same   sex   as   the   original    con-
federate,   or   a   confederate   of   the   opposi.te   sex   of   that   of
the   ori.ginal    confederate.       A   control    group   was    gl.ven   no
opportunity   to   aggress   during   this   phase.       In   the   third
phase,    each    subject   was    then   gi.ven   the   opportuni.ty   to   gi.ve
socl.ally   sanctioned   shocks   to   the   confederate   that   annoyed
hl.in.       The   dependent    variables   were    the    number   and    cumulative
duration   of   the   shocks    admi.nistered   during    this    phase,    which
measures    indicated   the   relati.ve   catha.rtic   effect   of   Phase   11
acti.vi.ties,   any   differential    effect   due   to   the   sex   of   the
annoyer,   and   any   effects   or   i.nteractions   of   the   sex   of   the
subject   wi.th   these   vari.ables.       The   2   x   2   x   4   factori.al
design    (sex   of   subject   x   sex   of   annoyer   x   mode   of   catharsis)
failed   to   show   signi.fi.cant   differences    between   the   modes   of
catharsis   or   the   effects   of   the   sex   of   the   annoyer.      Si.gni~
ficant    i.nteracti.ons   were   found,    however,    between   the   sex   of
the   subject   and   the   sex   of   the   annoyer,    suggesti.ng   that
people    tend   to   aggress   more   towards   members    of   their   own
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sex.       Si.gni.fi.cant    1.nteractions   were   also   found    between   the
sex   of   the   subject   and   the   mode   of   catharsi.s,   most   noteably
in   the    "Same   Sex"    category.       Thi.s    condition    produced   the
highest   aggressi.on    levels    in   male   subjects    and    the   lowest
aggression    levels    in   female   subjects.       The   overall    results
were   interpreted   as    i.ndicati.ng   that   sex   identification   alone
is   not   a   sufficient   factor   for   stimulus-generalization.
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Catharsis    and   Aggressi.on:       The    Effects
of   the   Sex   of   the   Annoyer
The   catharsis    phenomenon    (as    related   to   aggression)
usually   refers   to   a   decrease   i.n   aggressi.on   after   some   act   of
aggression.       The    basic   notion   behind   thi.s    concept   goes    back
as   far   as   Ari.stotle,   who   believed   that   an   exhi.bition   of
emotion    could    "purge"    an    indi.vi.dual    of   that   emotion.       The
concept   was    given    its    current   name    by   Freud,    who   developed
the   phenomenon   as   a   fundamental    process   of   psychotherapy.
The   effect   is   generally   explained   in   Hullian   terms   as   the
draining   away   of   the   dri.ve    leading   to   aggressi.on    (Mi.ller,
1941).       These    basic   models    typify   the    "energy   model"    of
catharsis   that   is   relatively   familiar,   and   appears   to   have
won   general    acceptance   due   to   the   fact   that   it   makes   sense
in   the   metaphorical    nature.
An   equally   appealing   explanation   of   the   catharsis
phenomenon    i.s    offered    by   Lewin's    (1935)    demonstration    of
the   Zeigarnick   effect,   where   i.t   i.s    i.ndi.cated   that   people
tend   to   resume   1.nterrupted   tasks   more   frequently   than   to
take   up   those   tasks    that   they   have   completed.       Presumably,
failure   to   complete   the   tasks   creates   tensi.on   that   leads   to
the   tendency   to   resume   them   again.       In   applying   this   notion
to   Berkowitz's    (1964)    idea   of   anger   resulti.ng    in    an    "insti-
gation   to   aggression,"    it   can   be   seen   that   the   person   would
not   obtain    "completion"    until    he   has    i.njured   his   target,    or
until    someone   else    has    done    so.
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Along    this    same    line    of    thought,    Bey`kowi.tz    (1962)    pro-
poses    that   an   object   is    capable   of   evoking   aggressive
responses   to   the   extent   that   it   is   associated   with   the   pre-
vl.ous    anger   or   aggy`ession    instigators.       Thus    Neal    Mi.ller's
well-known    concept   of   di.splacement   vi.a    a    stimulus-response
generali.zati.on   gradl.ent   offers   a   means   of   studying   the
relati.ve   effecti.veness   of   an   object   i.n   substituti.ng   for   the
original    object   that   caused   the   insti.gati.on   to   aggress.
Those   who    support   the    sti.mulus-generalizati.on   gradient   pro-
pose   that   the   cathartic   value   of   a   substitute   object   is
di.rectly   proportionate   to   the   degree   of   simi.1arl.ty   between
the   original    and   the   substitute   objects    (Berkowi.tz,1962).
There   are    those   who   would   disagree    somewhat   with    this
idea    (Buss,1961),    and    instead   propose   that   the   effecti.ve-
ness   of   the   substitute   object   is   determined   by   the   degree
to   which    i.t   represents   a   "safer"   object   to   attack,   as    is
exemplifi.ed    by   the   defenseless   wife   who   gets    chewed   out   as    a
result   of   her   husband's   anger   toward   hi.s   more    "threateni.ng"
boss.       The    phenomenon    has    been    called    "tay`get    substitution,"
and    i.s   sai.d   to   be   determi.ned   by   the   lower   threshold   for
aggression   of   the   substitute   object;    i.e.,    the   abili.ty   of   a
wider   range   of   sti.mull.    to   eli.ci.t   stronger   aggressive
responses .
As    a    thi.y`d    alternative,    Bindra    (1959)    suggests    that   the
target   of   our   substitute   aggression   and   its   subsequent   rela-
tl.ve   effectl.veness    is   determined   by   our   enduring   habits   that
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we    have    developed.       This    i.s    demonstrated    by    habitually
displacing    anger   towards    ethni.c   groups,    sexes,    etce
Even   of   more    interest    i.s    that    in    some    cases    (Bandura,
1965;    Bey`kowi.tz,1965;    Geen    &    Berkowi.tz,1967)    witnessed
aggressi.on    has    led   to   an    increase    in    subsequent   aggression.
As    pointed    out    by   Doob    (1970),    however,    it    should    be    noted
that   i.n   those   situati.ons   that   resulted   in    increasing   sub-
sequent   aggressi.on,    the   subjects   were   merely   observing
aggressi.ve   acts;    they   were   not   parti.cipating   in   the   aggres-
si.on.       The   emphasi.s    of   actual    parti.cipation    in    aggy`ession    is
attested   by   the   well-supported   fact   that   we   do   tend   to   feel
better   when   we   see   that   the   person   who   has    angered   us    has
been    hurt    (Berkowitz,    Green,    and    Mccaulay,1962;    Bramel,
Taub,     &    Blum,1968;     Doob,1970).
In   any   case,    i.t   has   been   demonstrated   that   in   certain
conditions,    the   expressi.on   of   aggression   does    lead   to   a
decy`ease    i.n    the    subsequent    level    of   aggression.       Feshbach
(1955)    demonstrated   that   the   opportunity   to   aggress    through
fantasy   on   the   Thematic   Apperception   Test   signifi.cantly
reduced   the   aggressi.ve   attitudes    towards   a   male   experi.menter
that    had    previ.ously    insulted   the   subjects.       Hokanson
(Hokanson    &    Burgess,1962a,1962b;    Hokanson    &    Shetler,1961)
has   demonstrated   a   significant   decrease   in   the   subject's
systolic   blood   pressure    (used   as   an    indicator   of   arousal)
if   the   subjects   were   able   to   aggress   ei.ther   di.rectly   or
verbally   after   havi.ng   been   angered   by   a   male   confederate.
He    has    also    demonstrated    (Hokanson,    Burgess,    and    Cohen,
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1963)    that   by   vay`ying   the   si.milarity   of   the   cathartic   object
with   the   frustrator,   results   were   obtai.ned   that   suggest   the
functioni.ng   of   a   stimulus-gradi.ent   effect;    however,    the
results    in   thi.s    instance   were   not   statisti.cally   significant.
Doob    (1970)    presents    evidence   that    if   a    subject    is    allowed
to    "hurt"   a   male   confederate   that   has   annoyed   him,    he
tends    to   show   lower   subsequent   levels    of   aggression   than
those   subjects   that   had   been   annoyed   and   had   no   opportunity
to   aggress.
Also   of   intey.est   is   the   fact   that   whi.le   males   are
generally   considered   to   have   stronger   aggression   habits
(Berkowitz,1962),    studies    have    shown    that    females    will
aggress   just   as   much   as   males,    under   secure   conditi.ons,
1.f    annoyed    by    a    male    (Mallick    &   Mccandless,1966;    Scharff
&   Schlottmann,1973).       Explanations    of   this    apparent   dis-
crepancy   have    been    proposed    by   Markey    (Jersild    &   Markey,
1935)    as   a   quali.tati.ve   difference   rather   than   a   quanti-
tatl.ve   difference    in   the   common   modes    of   the   expressl.on   of
anger   by   the   two   sexes,    in   that   giy`ls    tend   to   aggress
verbally   whi.le   boys    tend   to   be   more    physically   aggressive.
Scharff   and   Schlottmann    (1973)    interpret   their   findings   as
suggesti.ng   that   aggression    in   males    is    generally   socially
accepted,   whereas    females   are   usually   expected   to   inhibit
their   aggression.       If   the   anger   arousal    situation    is   strong
enough,    1.t    will    break    thy`ough    the    female's    inhi.bi.ti.on    and
enable   her   to   fully   express    her   anger.       They   also   suggest
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that   signi.ficant   differences    in   results   might   be   obtained
1.f   the    insulter    l.n    the    experi.ment   were   a   woman.
Interesti.ngly   enough,    i.n   all    of   the   studi.es    on   aggres-
si.on    there    has    been    only   one    I.n   whi.ch    females    were   used    to
annoy    the    subjects    (Konecni    and    Doob,1972)    and    in    that
experi.ment   they   were   randomly   alternated   with   males   wl.th   no
effort   made   to   determine   the   differenti.al    effect   of   the
person   doing    the   annoying.
The    present   experiment   was   essentially   an   extensi.on   of
the    desi.gn    used    by    Konecni    and    Doob    (1972)    and    sought
answers    to   two   questions:       (1)    Is    there   any   differenti.al
effect    l.n    usi.ng   ei.ther   males    or   females    as    the   annoying
confederate;    and    (2)    Will    a   person   achi.eve   greater   catharsis
by   aggressi.ng   towards    a   person   of   the   same   sex   as    the
insulter    (thus    supporting   the   stimulus-generalizati.on
gradi.ent   theory   of   catharsis),    or   will    a   person   achi.eve
greater   catharsis   by   aggressing   towards   a   person   of   the
opposite   sex   than   that   of   the   person   who   annoyed   them    (thus
supporti.ng   an   alternate   theory   such   as   either   the   lower
threshold   or   enduri.ng   habit   theory   of   catharsi.s).
Method
Overview. There   were   three   phases    in   the   experiment.
In   the   first   phase,   either   a   male   or   female   confederate
annoyed   the   subject.       In   the   next   phase,    the   subject   was
provided   with   the   opportunity   of   a   cathartic   experience   by
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deliveri.ng   a    fixed   number   of   shocks    el.ther   to   the   ori.gi.nal
confederate   that   i.nsulted   him   (or   her),   or   to   a   di.fferent
confederate   of   the   same   sex   as   the   original    confederate,   or
to   a   confederate   of   the   opposite   sex   of   that   of   the   original
confederate.       A   control    group   was   given   no   opportunity   to
aggress    (no   catharsis)    duri.ng   this    phase;    rather,    they
remained    isolated    1.n    the   experi.ment    room   for   appy`oximately
the   same    length   of   time   as   was    required   to   complete   the
second    phase.       In    the   third   phase,    the   dependent   variable
was   measured    by   the    number   and   cumulative   duration    of   shocks
administered   when   each    subject   was    then    given   the   oppor-
tunity   to   aggress   against   the   original    confederate   that
annoyed    him    (or    her).       The    ishocks    admi.nistered    during    this
phase   were   interpreted   as   i.ndicating   the   relative   catharti.c
effect   of   each   of   the   activiti.es   of   Phase    11,    any   differen-
tial    effect   due   to   the   sex   of   the   annoying   confederate,    and
any   effects   or   interactions   of   the   sex   of   the   subject   with
any   of   these   variables.       Of   course,    in   all    situations    shocks
were   never   actually   admini.stered.
Subjects.       The   subjects   were   volunteers    from   1.ntro-
ductory   psychology   courses   at   Appalachi.an   State   Uni.versity.
Of   the   92   origi.nal    subjects   who   parti.cipated    in   the   study,
8   subjects   refused   to   administer   shock   and   withdrew   from
the   experiment.       The   data   from   4   other   subjects   could   not
be   used   in   that   they   failed   to   follow   instructions   properly.
Thi.s    left   80   subjects--40   males   and   40   females--with   a
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mean    age    of   19.8.       In    this    2    x   2    x   4    factori.al    design    (sex
of   subject   x   sex   of   annoyer   x   mode   of   catharsis),    the   sub-
jects   were   randomly   assigned   to   one   of   the   ei.ght   annoyance-
catharsis   conditions   of   their   sex,   yielding   five   subjects
in    each   of   the    16    cells.
Apparatus.       The   testi.ng    room   consisted   of   a    large   room
partiti.oned   into   cubicles.       In   the   central    area   there   was   a
large    table   wi.th    a    divi.di.ng    screen    in    the   mi.ddle,    and    two
chai.rs.       On    the   wall    above    the    table   was    a    wall    clock.        In
the    corner   of   the    room   was    a    small    table    on   which    they`e   was
a   cassette   recorder   contai.ni.ng   tape   recordings   of   the
1.nstructi.ons   for   the   different   phases   of   the   experiment.
Behind   a   screen   and   out   of   sight   were   two    identical    cans,
one    filled   wi.th    folded    sli.ps    of    paper    on    which    "SUBJECT   A"
was    pri.nted,    the   other   filled   wi.th   slips   of   paper   saying
"SUBJECT    a."       From   the    central    room,    one    could    see    into    an
adjacent   cubi.cle   where   there   was   an    impressive   array   of
electrical    apparatus    and   two   chairs.       Thi.s    equipment   cubicle
also   contained   a   tape    recorder   and   a   weighted   ml.crophone
with   a   cord   long   enough   to   reach   the   nearest   seat   i.n   the
center   room.       Withi.n    the    subject's    vi.ew   from   the   central
area,   either   on   the   table   before   him   or   else   on   the   table
in    the   equipment    cubicle,    was    a    small    box   wi.th    a    lever   on
top,    and   a   wire    and   jack    leadi.ng    from    1.ts    base.       Adja-
cent    to   the   equipment   cubicle   was    another   cubicle   with    a
table   and   chair,    a    small    i.ntercom   box   on   the    table,    and   a
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plug   with   wi.res    leading    into    the    equipment    cubicle.       This
plug   was   connected   to   a   counter   and   a    timing   device   that
measured    the   cumulati.ve   durati.on   of   the   closed   circui.t    in
units    0.15    second    long.       A   camouflaged   closed    circuit    tele-
vision    camera,    along   wi.th    the    i.ntercom   speaker,    allowed
visual    and   audio   monitoring    of   this    second   cubicle.       As    the
wall    between    this    cubicle   and    the   equl.pment   cubicle   did    not
extend   completely   to   the   ceiling,    one   could   converse   easily
between    the   two    rooms;    however,    it   was    i.mpossi.ble   for   a
person    in   this   cubi.cle   to   see   either   into   the   equl.pment
cubi.cle   or   the   center   room.
The   confederates   were   two   typical    male   and   two   typi.cal
female    upperclassmen   who   were   partici.pating    i.n    the   experi.-
ment   for   course   credi.t.
Procedure.       In   the   first   phase   of   the   experi.ment,    the
subject   and   either   a   male   or   female   confederate   arrived   at
the    testi.ng    room   at   approximately   the   same    ti.me.       The   con-
federate    posed   as    a    student   from   Lees-MCRae   Junior   College
(a    nearby   school)    who   was    also    partici.pating    in   the   experi.-
ment   for   extra   credit   in   a   psychology   course,    but   who   had   to
come    to    the   A.S.U.    campus    to    do    so,    since    they    have   no
graduate   experimental    program   at    his    school.
Upon   entering   the   testing   room,    both   the   subject   and
the   confederate   were   requested   to   sign   consent   foy`ms    stating
that   they   were   aware   that   stress   mi.ght   be    involved   in   the
experiment,    that   they   had   the   right   to   withdraw   at   any   time
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if   they   so   desired,   and   that   they   agreed   to   keep   all    i.nfor-
mati.on    concerni.ng    the   experiment   confidenti.al.       Whi.le    the
forms   were   bei.ng   signed,    copies   of   the   l.nstructi.ons    for
Phase    I   were    placed   face   down   on    the    table    in    fT`ont   of   the
subject   and   the   confederate.       Once   the   forms   were   signed,
the   expey`i.menter   brought   out   the   can   contai.ning    slips    of
paper    saying    "SUBJECT   A."       The    subject   was    asked    to    dy`aw
one   of   the   pieces   of   paper,    and   upon   seei.ng   that    it   said
"SUBJECT   A,"    i.t   was    explained   that   for   the    first   phase   of
the   experiment   he   would   be   Subject   A   and   the   other   student
(the   confederate)    would   be   Subject   8.       The   subject   was
asked   to   sit   in   the   chair   nearest   the   equipment   cubicle    if
he   was    not   already   doing    so.
Both   were   then   asked   to   turn   over   the   instructi.ons
before   them   and   to   begi.n   reading   as   the   same   i.nstructions
were   simultaneously   played   aloud   on   the   cassette   recorder.
The   experimenter   then    switched   on   the   recorder,    playi.ng   the
following    instructions:
Thi.s    i.s   one    in   a   seri.es   of   research   studies
we   are   conducting    1.n    the    field   of   cognitive
processes,    especially   those    1.nvolved    in
problem    solving.       The    two    of   you    wi.1l     be
working    on    anagrams.       An    anagram    is    a    group
of   letters   whl.ch,    if   properly   rearranged,   will
spell    a    well-known   word.       As   you    may    know,
some    authors    bell.eve    that    thi.nking    aloud,    sayi.ng
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associations    that   come   to   ml.nd,    helps    problem
solvi.ng    of   thl.s    kl.nd.       We    ay`e    interested    in
finding    out   whether   this    i.s    so.       Subject   A   will
be    saying   aloud   anything   that   comes    to   your   mi.nd
in   connection   with    the   problem   you   are   working
on.       Naturally,    you   won't   have    to    be    speaking    all
the   time.       Associations    sometimes    don't   come    so
easy.       But   when    something    in    connection   with    the
problem   you    are   worki.ng   on    does    cross   your   mind,    be
sure   to   say   it   aloud   so   that   we   get   it   on   the   tape.
I.ve   attached   the   microphone,    so   that   you    don't   have
to    think   about   speaki.ng    into    it.       Subject   8   will    be
worki.ng   on   the    same   anagrams,    except   that   you   won't
be    saying    anything    aloud.       You    si.mply   write    down    the
solutions,    when   you    reach    them,    in    the    space    provided.
Since   the    two   of   you   will    be   worki.ng    independently,
please   don't   say   the    soluti.on    itself   aloud   when   you
reach    i.t,    but   simply   wrl.te    it   down.       Here   are   your
li.sts,    they   are    i.denti.cal.       Each   contains    seven
anagrams,    seven    letters    long,    and   you   will    have   seven
minutes    to    solve    them.       The    soluti.ons,    in    all    cases,
are    names    of   citi.es.
Whi.1e   the    tape   was    playing,    the   experimenter   attached   the
weighted   microphone    from   the   equi.pment    cubicle    around    the
subject's    neck,    and    placed    the    li.st   of   anagrams    face   down
i.n   front   of   the   subject   and   the   confederate.      After   the
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tape   was   stopped,    the   experi.menter   answered   any   questi.ons    by
reading   the   appropri.ate   parts   of   the    i.nstructions.       He   then
started   towards   the   tape   recorder   in   the   equipment   cubicle;
however,   just   before   turning   on   the   tape   recorder,    the
experimenter   turned   to   address   the   confederate   and   said:
By   the   way,    the   part   about   not   -saying   the
answers    aloud   applies    to   you    also.       Should
you   be   concentrati.ng   on   one   of   the   problems
and    the   answer   suddenly   comes    to   you,    be    sure
not   to   blurt   it   out   aloud,    as   we're   using   a
very    insensi.ti.ve   microphone   on    purpose,    one
that   only   picks   up   the   voice   of   the   person
wearing   it.       If   you   were   to   say   the   answer
aloud,    we   would    have    no   way   of    knowing    that
you    had   contaminated   that   parti.cular   problem
of   the   seri.es.
The   experi.menter   then   turned   on   the   tape   recorder,
started   a    stopwatch,    and    left   the   room.       The    actual    puy`pose
of   the   microphone   was    to   discourage    the    subject   as   much   as
possl.ble   from   speaking   back   to   the   confederate   duri.ng   the
annoyance   manipulation.
The   anagrams   were   quite   di.fficult    (none   of   the    sub-
jects   completed   more   than   four   of   them);    however,    the
confederate   had   been   given   the   answers   prior   to   the   experi-
ment.       The   annoyance   manipulation    began    approxi.mately   two
minutes   after   the   experimenter   left   the   room,    at   whl.ch   time
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the   confederate   made   sure   that   the   subject   saw   that   he   had
fini.shed   the   problems.       The   confederate   then   went    i.nto   a
period   of   being    bored--tapping    his    pencil,    humming    to    him-
self ,    or   rocking   back   and   forth--which   lasted   about   two   to
three   ml.nutes.       He   then   went   through   a    peri.od   of   attacking
the   person   by   starting   off   with   saying,    "Haven't   you
finished   yet?"    and   then    going   on,    saying    how   the    problems
were   easy   and   that   anyone   wi.th   half   a    brain    should   be   able
to   do   them.       He   accused   the   subject   of   being   phoney,    that
no   one   would   take   this    long    to   solve   the   problems,    and
that   this   must   be   part   of   a   set-up.       He   then   began   attacki.ng
the    person   even   more   directly,    commenting   on    how   the    sub-
ject   probably   y`eally   needed   the   extra   credit   from   the
expey`iment    for    his    grades,    wondey`ing    aloud    how    he    ever    got
into   the   college,    and   maki.ng   derogatory   remarks   about   the
subject's   school,   major,    or   any   other   potenti.al    area   of
annoyance.       The   confederate   tried   to   be   as   obnoxious   as
possible,    without    seeming    phoney.       It    is    undey`standable
that   the   factors   in   this   part   of   the   experiment   were   not
entirely   constant,    as   the   procedure   obviously   had   to   be
varied   somewhat   from   subject   to   subject   in   order   to   annoy
each    i.ndivi.dual    as   much   as    possible.       The    confederates    had
rehearsed    the   annoyance   mani.pulati.on   wi.th    each   other   for
two   weeks    pri.or   to   the   begl.nning   of   the   experiment   to
insure   that   they   all    had   a   relatively   si.milar   repertoire   of
obnoxious    and    annoying    remarks.
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After   seven   minutes,    the   expey`i.menter   returned   to   the
room,    turned   off   the   tape   recorder,    removed   the   microphone
from   the   subject,    and   collected   the   anagram   work   sheets.
At   this    point,    the    second   phase    (catharsis    phase)    was
then    begun.       It    should    be    noted    that    the   oy`iginal    con-
federate   was   not   aware   of   the   cathartic   conditi.on   to   whi.ch
the    subject   had   been    assigned,    to   avoi.d   any   bias    during    the
annoyance   phase.       If   the   subject   had   been   assigned   to   the
''Same   Person"    condition,    the   subject   and   confederate   were
1.nformed   that   they   would    be   worki.ng   together   during   the
second   phase   of   the   expey`iment.       If   the   subject   had   been
assigned   to   one   of   the   other   condi.ti.ons,    the   experimenter
had   the   original    confederate   leave   the   room   by   stating,    "For
the   second   part   of   the   experiment,   you    (the   confederate)
will     be    working    wi.th    Bi.11     Way.ren    in    Room    316,    where    he
should    have    someone    there    to   work   wi.th   you."       The   con-
federate   then   asked   appropriate   questions   concerni.ng   the
directi.ons    to   the   room.      The   experimenter   then   addressed
the    subject,    saying,    Ill    should    have    someone    here    to   work
wl.th   you    i.n   the    second    phase   of   the   experiment."       If   the
subject    had    been   assigned    to   either   the    "Same   Sex"    or
"Opposite   Sex"    conditions,    a   second   confederate    (of   ei.ther
the   same   sex   as   that   of   the   original    confederate   or   opposi.te
sex   as   that   of   the   original    confederate)   was   found   seated   in
the   hallway   as   the   origi.nal    confederate   exited.       The   experi-
menter   asked   the    second   confederate's    name   and   then
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pretended   to   check   his    name   on   a    list   as    though    he   were   an
actual    subject.      The   confederate   was   then   asked   to   enter
the   experiment   room   and   be    seated,    bei.ng    introduced   as
another    student    from   Lees-MCRae   Junioy`    College.        If   the
subject   had   been    assigned   to   the    "No   Catharsi.s"    condition
(the   control    group),    the   chai.r   outside   the   experi.ment   room
was    vacant   when    the   original    confederate    left.       The   experi.-
menter   asked   the   subject   to   remain   seated   while   he   checked
a   nearby   waiti.ng   room   to   see   if   the   other   subject   were   there.
Upon   hastily   returning   from   the   other   room,    the   experimenter
explained   to   the    subject,    ''The   person    scheduled   to   work   with
you    during    the   second   phase   has   apparently   failed   to   show.
I'm   sorry,    but   that   means    that    I    have   nothi.ng   for   you   to
do   duri.ng   this    ti.me.       I    guess    that   you'll    just   have   to   wait
foy`   about   ten   mi.nutes,    and    then   we`11    still    run    the    third
part   of   the   experi.ment."      The   subject   was   then   left   alone
in    the   experl.ment   room   for   approxi.mately   the   same    length   of
time   that   1.t   took   to   run   the   second   phase   of   the   experiment.
For   those   subjects   assigned   to   one   of   the   actual
cathartic    conditi.ons    (''Same    Person,"    "Same    Sex,"    or    "Opposi.te
Sex"),    once   they   had   been   paired   with   the   appropriate   con-
federate,    i.nstructi.ons   were   placed   face   down    in   fy`ont   of
both   the   subject   and   the   confederate.   c  The   confederate   was
then   asked   to   draw   a   slip   of   paper   from   a   can    identical    to
the   one   used   earli.er,    except   that   thi.s   one   was    filled   with
slips    of    paper    reading    "SUBJECT    8''.       When    the    confedey`ate
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announced    his    selecti.on,    it   was   explained   that    he   would   act
as   Subject   8   for   this    phase   of   the   experiment   and   that   the
subject   would   act   as    Subject   A.
The   experimenter   then    I.nstructed   them   to   turn   over   and
begin    readi.ng   their   copies   of   the   following    i.nstructi.ons,    as
they   were   also   played   on   the   cassette   recorder:
As   you    know,    memory   and   strength   of   retenti.on    are
an   1.mportant   part   of   the   cogni.tive   processes.       Sub-
ject   A   will    be   the   t,eacher   1.n    thi.s    experi.ment,    and
Subject   8   wi.1l    be   the    learner.       As   the   learner,
Subject   8   will    have    four   minutes    to   memoy.ize    this
11.st   of   pal.red   associates   after   whi.ch   the   teacher,
Subject   A,    will    examine    him.       Subject   A   will    read
the   sti.mulus   woy`d    in   each   pair,    the   one   of   the    left,
whi.le    Subject    8   will    respond   with    the    number   that    is
on   the   ri.ght   of   each   pair.       As   you   no   doubt    know,
reward   and    punishment    have   a   great   deal    of   influence
on    learni.ng    and    performance.       We   are   particularly
interested    in   the   effects   of   puni.shment   on   recall.
Subject   A,    the   teacher,   wi.ll    say   aloud    "correct"    if
the   response    is    coy`rect;    if   the   response    i.s    not
correct,   you   will    press    thi.s    bar,    which   will    cause
an   electric   shock   to   be   delivered   to   the   learner.
The   shock   will    be   relatively   painful,    for   otherwise
there    is   no   effect,    but   wi.11,    naturally,    leave   no
damage.       For   each   wrong    response,    you   will    press
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the   bar   just   once,    and   a   shock   of   fixed   length   and
voltage   wi.1l    be   delivered.       After   you    have   sai.d
"correct"   or   delivered   a   shock,   you   will    note   his
response   on   the   sheet.       Is   everything   clear?
Whi.le   the   tape   was    playing,    the   experimenter   placed   the
li.st   of   paired   associ.ates   face   down   in   front   of   the   con-
federate,    and   placed   the   box   wi.th   the   lever   1.n   front   of
the   subject.      At   the   end   of   the   tape,   the   confederate
expressed   a   reasonable   amount   of   concern   over   the   shocks   and
pain    that   would    be    i.nvolved.       The    expey`imenter   read    the
appropri.ate   portions   of   the   instructions    in   response   to   any
questions.      The   confederate   was   then   told   that   he   had   four
minutes   to   memorize   the   li.st   in   front   of   him,   as   the   experi-
menter   started   a   stopwatch   and   took   a   seat   in   the   chair   in
the   doorway   of   the   equipment   cubicle.       If   the   subject
attempted   to   make   any   noise   or   converse   with   the   experi-
menter   while   the   confederate   was   pretending   to   memorize   the
list,    he   was    immedi.ately   instructed   to   remain   quiet   so   as
to   not   disturb   the   confederate.      At   the   end   of   four   minutes,
the   confederate   was   asked   to   hand   the   list   to   the,subject
and   then   to   sit   i.n   the   chai.r   that   was    1.n   the   doorway   of
the   equipment   room.       After   palm   electrodes   were   then
attached   to   the   confederate   in   clear   vi.ew   of   the   subject,
he   was    asked   to   take   a    seat    besi.de   the   equipment,   which
happened   to   be   out   of   sight   of   the   doorway.      The   subject
was   then    led   to   the   adjacent   cubicle   where   the   lever   box   was
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plugged    i.nto   the   jack   leadi.ng    i.nto   the   equipment   cubicle.
The   experimenter   then   instructed   the   subject   that   he   could
converse   with   the   confederate   through   the   open   portion   of
the   wall    between   the   two   cubicles,    and   requested   that   both
the   subject   and   the   confederate   limi.t   their   conversation   to
the   stimulus   words   and    response   numbers.       The   subject   was
l.nstructed   to   press   the   button   on   the   intercom   box   when   the
task   had   been   completed   to   si.gnal    the   expey`imenter   that   they
had   fi.nished.       After   reminding   the   subject   not   to   begin
until    told   to   do   so,   the   experi.menter   returned   to   the   equip-
ment   cubicle   where    he   noisily   fli.pped   a   few   switches   and
dials   and   asked   the   confederate   i.f   he   were   comfortable.      The
subject   was   then   instructed   to   begin   as   the   experimenter
left   the   room.
While   the   subject   then   began   to   "test"   the   confederate,
the   confederate   was   actually   reading   responses   from   a   list
in   the   equipment   cubi.cle,    giving    14    incorrect   responses.
In   this   manner,   each   subject   aggressed   against   the   con-
federate   by   admi.nistering    14    "shocks"   of   fixed   length   and
voltage    (confederates   were   never   actually   shocked).       The
subject   was   monitored   via   closed   circuit   television   duri.ng
thi.s   task   to   insure   that   he   was   following   the    instruc-
tions   properly.       If   he   did   not   adhere   to   the   instructions,
or   if   he   attempted   to   ask   the   confederate   if   the   shocks
hurt,    the   experimenter   immedi.ately   interrupted   and
remi.nded   the   subject   of   the   proper   i.nstructi.ons   and   to
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ll.ml.t   conversation    to   the    sti.mulus   words   and   response
numbers .
After   the   subject   signaled   that   the   task   had   been
completed,    the   experimenter   returned   to   the   room,    discon-
nected   the   confederate   from   the   apparatus,   and   brought   the
subject   and   confederate   back   to   the   central    room.
In    preparation    for   the   third   and   final    phase   which
measured   the   dependent   vari.able    (residual    aggressi.on),    the
confederates   were   then   maneuvered   to   arrange   for   the   ori-
ginal    annoyi.ng   confederate   to   work   with   the   subject   during
this    thi.rd   phase.       If   the   subject   had   been    in   the    "Same
Person"   condition,    the   subject   and   confederate   were   informed
that   they   would   agai.n    be   woy`king   together   1.n    the   third   part
of   the   experi.ment.       If   the   subject   had   been   in   either   the
"Same    Sex"    or    "Opposite    Sex"    categoy`y,    the    second    con-
federate   was   removed   i.n   the   same   manner   as   used   earlier,
by   stati.ng    that   he    (the   confederate)    was    to   work   wi.th    Bi.11
Warren    1.n    Room   316    for   the    thi.rd    part   of   the   experi.ment    and
that   someone   else   was   to   work   with   the   subject   duri.ng   the
next   phase.      As   the   confederate   left   the   room,    the   ori.ginal
confederate   was    found   wai.ting    in    the   chair   in    the    hallway,
and   was    asked   to   enter   and    be   seated.       For   subjects:in.the
"No   Catharsis"    conditi.on,    the   experimenter   merely   returned
with   the   original    confederate   after   an   appropri.ate   length   of
ti.me,    and   explai.ned   that   they   would    be   working   together   for
the   third   and   fi.nal    part   of   the   experiment.
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Once   the   original    annoying   confederate    had   been    re-
established    in   the   experiment,    the   phase   measuring   the
dependent   vari.able   was    begun    by   placi.ng   wri.tten    instructi.ons
for   Phase    Ill    face   down    i.n   front   of   the   subject   and   origi.nal
confedey`ate.       The    subject   was    then   asked   to   draw   from   one   of
the   ri.gged    i.dentical    cans,    thi.s    one   filled   with    slips    of
paper    reading    "SUBJECT   8."       After   the    subject   announced    hi.s
selection,    it   was   explai.ned   that   he   would   act   as    Subject   8
for   the   final    phase   of   the   experi.ment,   and   that   the   con-
federate   would   be   Subject   A.
They   were   then    i.nstructed   to   turn   over   and   begin
readi.ng   the    instructions   as    they   wey.e   also   played   aloud.
The   cassette   recorder   was   then    switched   on,    playing   these
i n s t y` u c t i o n s :
In    thi.s    expey`iment   we    will    be    dealing   with    one
aspect   of   what   is   called   creative   thinking.       To
avoid   any   bias   on   the   part   of   the   experimenter,
Subject   8   wi.ll    act   as    the   exami.ner,    and   Subject
A   will    act   as    the   respondent.       I    expect   each   of
you   to   carry   out   your   respecti.ve   tasks   conscien-
tiously.       Subject   8,    the   examiner,   will    read   these
words    in   the   order   they   are   on   the   sheet,    and   Sub-
ject   A,    the   respondent,   will    respond   within   about
three   seconds   with   another   word.       However,    rather
than   say   just   any   word,    the   respondent   should   try
to   make   his    response   to   be   a   creative   one.       If
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Subject   8,    the   exami.ner,    fi.nds    his    response    to
be    creative,    he   will    simply    say    aloud    '`Good"    as
positive   feedback,    and   then   write   i.t   down   before
going   to   the   next   word   on   the   list.       If   the
examiner,    Subject   a,    does    not   thi.nk    it    i.s   a
creative   response,    and   I.t's    really   completely
up   to   you,    you   will    press    thi.s    bar   whi.ch   will
cause   an   electric   shock   to   be   delivered   to   the
respondent.       We   thi.nk   that   under   such   conditions
more    creative    responses   wi.11    be   given.       After   a
shock   or    shocks    have    been    given,    the    examiner
wl.ll    write   the    response   down   and    then    read   the
next   word   on    the    list.       Now   let   me   explai.n    about
the    shocks.       The    exami.ner   may    gi.ve   more    than    one
shock   for   any   particular   response   that   you   think
i.s    not   cy`eative   at   all,    and   you   may   also    keep   the
bar   down    for   as    long   as   you   think    it   appropri.ate,
the   uncreati.vi.ty   of   the   subject's   response   being
the   cri.terion.       Shocks   are   painful    i.n   order   for
the   desired   effect   to   be   produced,    but   they   wi.ll
leave    no   damage.       The    examiner   does    not    have    to
worry   about   the   well-bei.ng   of   the   respondent,
because   we   have   a   fairly   sophisti.cated   apparatus
here   whi.ch    takes    a    number   of   basic    physiological
measuy`ements,    such    as    blood    pressure,    galvani.c    ski.n
response,   etc.,    so   that   it   determines   for   shock
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and    each    subject    i.ndi.vidually   when    the    shock   may
become   too   much   for   the   subject,    and   then    it
automatically   terminates    I.t.       Thi.s    is   done
because   people   react   differently   to   shocks    in   the
physiological    sense;   different   thresholds   are   in
question,   and   they   vary   a   great   deal    for   different
people.       So,    please   follow   the    I.nstructions    that    I
have    gi.ven   you:       give    as    many    and    as    long    shocks
as   you   think   appropriate   with   respect   to   the
creativl.ty   of   a   parti.cular   response.       Here    is   the
list.       Is   everything   clear?
Whi.le   the   tape   was    playi.ng,    the   experimenter   brought
a    box   wl.th   the   lever   and   placed    it   on   the   table    in   front
of   the   subject,    and   then    placed   the   list   of   sti.mulus   words
in    front   of   him,    face   down.
At   the   end   of   the   tape,   the   confederate   expressed   a
reasonable   amount    of   concern   over   the   shocks,    asking    if
they   would   hurt   much   and   questioning   the    subject's    quali.-
fi.cations   to   assess   creativi.ty.      Again,    the   experimenter
answered   any   questi.ons    by   readi.ng   the   appropriate   secti.ons
of   the    instructi.ons.       The   confederate   was    then   asked   to
sit   l.n   the   chair   that   was    in   the   doorway   of   the   equipment
cubi.cle   while   palm   electrodes   were   attached    in   clear   vi.ew
of   the   subject.      After   asking   the   subject   to   take   a   seat
beside    the   equi.pment,    whl.ch    happened    to    be    out   of   si.ght
of   the   doorway,    the   expey`i.menter   led   the   subject   to   the
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adjacent   cubicle   where   the    lever   box   was    plugged    into   the
jack   leading   to   the   counter   and    ti.mer    in    the   equi.pment
cubi.cle.       The   subject   was    instructed   that    he   could   converse
with   the   confederate   through   the   open   portion   of   the   wall
between   the   two   cubicles,    and   was   told   that   he   and   the
confederate   were   to   li.mit   their   conversation   to   the   stimulus
and    response   words.       When    he    had    completed    the    task,    the
subject   was   to   press   the   button   on   the    intercom   box   to
signal    the   experimenter.       The   subject   was    asked   not   to
begl.n    unti.l    told   to   do   so,    after   whi.ch    the    experimenter
returned    to   the   equi.pment   cubicle   where   he   noisily   fumbled
wi.th   switches    and   dials.       The   experimenter   then    told   the
subject   to   begi.n   and   left   the   room.
During   thi.s   part   of   the   experiment,    the   confederate
gave   predetermi.ned   responses,    each   confederate   gi.vi.ng    the
same    responses.       Subjects    could    gl.ve   as   many    shocks    as
they   felt   appropriate   for   any   response   on   the   30   item   list,
and   they   could   give    shocks    for   as    long    a   durati.on   as    they
thought   appropriate    (again,    actual    shocks   were   never
administered).       Recordings    wey`e   made    of    both    the    number   of
shocks   administered   and   the   total    cumulative   ti.me   that
shocks   were    given.,     Subjects    were   moni.tored   during    thi.s
task    (as    descri.bed    in    Phase    11)    to    i.nsure    that    they   followed
instructions   propey`ly   and   dl.d   not   talk   with    the   confederate
beyond   that   whi.ch   was    requl.red    by   the   task.
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When   the    subject   signaled   completi.on   of   the   task,    the
experi.menter   returned   to   the   room   where   he   disconnected   the
confederate   from   the   apparatus,    and   then   brought   the   subject
and   confederate   back   to   the   central    room.
They   were   then    told   that   they   would   undergo    indivi.dual
debriefi.ngs    before    being    di.smi.ssed.       The    confederate   was
told    to    go    to    Room    316    where    Bill    Warren    would    debrl.ef    him,
and   the   subject   was    told   that   the   experi.menter   would   debrief
hi.in   i.n    an    adjacent   classroom.       During    the   debriefing    the
subject   was   fi.rst   asked   to   complete   a   critique   sheet
checking   on    py`ocedural    matters    I.n    the   experiment   and   asking
the   subject's    preference   regardi.ng   the   possi.bi.1i.ty   of
working    again   with    the   other   persons    I.nvolved    in   the   experi-
ment.       The   pri.mary   purpose   of   the   questionnaire   was    to   check
on    the   effecti.veness    of   the   annoyance   manipulation    and    see
whether   or   not   the    subject   was   wi.lling   to   work   agai.n   wi.th
the   annoyi.ng   confederate.       The   subject   was    then   asked   if   he
had   developed   any   hypotheses    regardi.ng   the   experiment,    what
he   thought   was   the   purpose   of   the   study,    and   whether   or   not
he   had   any   informati.on    regardi.ng   the   nature   of   the   experi-
ment   pri.or   to   participation.       The   actual    purpose   of   this
phase   of   the   "debriefing"   was   to   evaluate   the   effectiveness
of   the   decepti.ons   employed   durl.ng   the   experiment   and   to
i.nsure    that   the    subjects    had   no   prior   knowledge   which   mi.ght
bl.as    their   performance.       The   deception   that   the   study   was
an    investigati.on   of   cogniti.ve   processes   and   creati.vi.ty,    and
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that   shocks   were   actually   administered,   was    perpetuated
duri.ng   this    "debriefing."      Actual    full    debriefings   were    held
in   the   classrooms   from   which   volunteers   were   drawn   after   all
the   data   had   been   collected.
Resul ts
The   results   of   the   experiment   i.ndl.cate   that   there   was
no   statistically   signi.ficant   di.fference   between   the   effects
of   the   vari.ous   modes   of   catharsis   of   Phase    11;    nor   di.d   the
sex   of   the   annoyer   or   the   sex   of   the   subject   produce   a
statisti.cally   significant   effect   on   the   levels   of   aggression
measured    in    Phase    Ill.       However,    there   were    si.gni.fi.cant
interaction   effects   between   the   sex   of   the   annoyer   and   the
sex   of   the   subject,   as   well    as   a   significant   interaction
between    the   sex   of   the   subject   and   the   mode   of   cathay`si.s,
as    indicated   by   the   cumulative   duration   of   shocks.
The   annoyance   phase   was    relati.vely   successful,    as
I.ndicated   by   the   fact   that   duri.ng   the   first   debriefing
sessi.on   70%   of   the   subjects    indicated   that   they   had
definitely   been    annoyed.       Whi.1e   44%   of   the   subjects    speci-
fied   thi.s    by   marking   on   the   questi.onnaire   that   they   would
not   like   to   work   again   with   the   other   person    (the   annoyi.ng
confederate)    from   Phase    I    of   the   experiment,    the   questi.on-
naire   did   not   i.n    itself   prove   to   be   a   reliable    indicati.on
of   annoyance.       An   additional    26%   of   the   subjects   marked
that   they   were   willi.ng   to   work   again   with    the   annoying
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confederate,   yet   indicated   verbally   that   he   had   irritated
them.
As   predicted   by   previous    studies,    there   was    no   signi.-
ficant   difference   between   male   subjects   and   female   subjects
as    1.ndi.cated   by   the   number   of   shocks    delivered    (i   (1,64)    =
<   1)    and    the    cumulati.ve    duration    of    shocks    (F    (1,64)    =<1).
The   average   number   of   shocks    delivered   by   male   subjects   was
6.82,    with    an    average    cumulative    duration    of   2.19    seconds.
Female   subjects    gave   an   average   of   6.05    shocks,    lasting   an
average   cumulati.ve   duration   of   1.78   seconds.
Tables    1    and   2   present   an   overview   of   the   effects   of
the   other   two   factors    (the   sex   of   the   annoyer   and   the   mode
of   catharsis)   without   regard   to   the   sex   of   the   subject.      The
results   of   the   analyses   of   variance   for   the   two   measures   of
aggression   are   depicted    in   Table   3.
Insert   Tables    1,    2,    and   3
about   here
There   was   no   si.gni.fi.cant   di.fference   resulti.ng   from   the   dif-
ferent   modes   of   catharsis    in   either   of   the   two   measures   of
aggress i on .
While   male   annoyers   did   tend   to   elicit   slightly   higher
aggression   levels   than   female   annoyers,   this   difference   was
not   statistically   si.gnifi.cant.      The   average   number   of   shocks
gi.ven    to   male   annoyers   was    6.98,    with    an    average   cumulati.ve
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duration    of   2.21    seconds.       Female   annoyers    received   an
average   of   5.90   shocks,    lasting   an   average   cumulative
duration   of   1.86   seconds.
The   signifi.cant   interaction   between   the   sex   of   the
annoyer   and   the   sex   of   the   subject    (as   measured   by   cumu-
lative   duration   of   shocks)    is   depicted   by   Figure   1    and
indi.cates   that   subjects   tended   to   aggress   more   towards
annoyers    of   their   own   sex.
Insert   Figure    1    about   here
The   significant   interacti.on   effects   between   the   mode   of
catharsi.s   and   the   sex   of   the   subject    (as   measured   by   the
cumulative   duration   of   shocks)    were    seen    pri.ncipally    i.n    the
"Same   Sex"    condition   of   catharsis.       Figure   2    indicated   that
thi.s   particular   mode   of   catharsis   yielded   the   highest   level
of   aggression   for   male   subjects   and   the   lowest   level    of
aggression   for   female   subjects.
Insert   Figure   2   about   here
D i s c u s s i. o n
The   interaction   between   the   sex   of   the   subject   and   the
sex   of   the   annoyer   suggested   that   people   tend   to   aggress
more    towards   members    of    their    same    sex.       This   would    lend
support   to   a   lower   threshold   theory   of   catharsis   as
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suggested    by   Buss    (1961)    or   possibly   the   enduring    habits
theoy`y   of   catharsis    (Bindra,1959).       There   was    no    support
for   a    sti.mulus-generalizati.on   gradi.ent   of   the   modes   of
catharsis    used   i.n   the   experi.ment,    except   possibly   in   the
cumulative   duration   of   shocks   admini.stered   to   female
annoyers    (see   Table   2).       Thi.s    implied   that   sex    identi.fi-
cati.on    (the   variable    in   the   modes   of   catharsis    used)    i.s   not
l.n   itself   a   suffici.ent   factor   for   stimulus-generalization.
The   interaction   effects   between   the   sex   of   the   subject
and    the   mode   of   catharsi.s   were   somewhat   confusing    and   di.f-
ficult   to   i.nterpret.       In   the   case   where   in   Phase    11    the
subject   aggressed   against   the   confederate   of   the   same   sex
as   the   annoyi.ng   confederate,    i.t   appeared   as    though    inhi.bi-
tion   of   aggression   tended   to   be   lowered   in   male   subjects
(see    Fi.gure   2).       This    reaction   appeared   similar   to   the
facili.tation   of   aggression   descri.bed   by   Geen   and    Berkowitz
(1967).       In   contrast,    however,    this    same   condition   appeared
to   have   resulted   in   the   highest   level    of   cathay`sis   for
female   subjects,    producing   the   least   aggressi.on   during   the
thi.rd   phase.       This   was   even   lower   than   that   of   the   female
subjects   who   had   the   opportunity   to   aggress   against   the
ori.ginal    annoying   confederate   during   the   catharsis    phase.
This   was    not   easi.ly   explained   by   any   previous    theory   of
catharsis    and   aggression,    and   would   be   frui.tful    grounds    for
later   1.nvestigation.       The   explanati.on   of   thi.s   effect   may
i.nvolve    a    combination   of   factoT`s    and    theories,    where    female
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subjects   who   aggressed   agai.nst   the   original    annoyer   i.n    Phase
11    became    less    1.nhibited   about   aggressi.ng    towards    that    1.ndi.-
vi.dual    in   the   third   phase,    while   female    subjects    aggressing
during   the   second   phase   against   a   substi.tute   confederate   of
the   same   sex   as   the   annoyer   experienced   catharsis   and   still
maintained   a    relati.vely   high   degree   of   -inhi.bi.tion    in
aggressi.ng   agai.nst   the   original    confederate   when   gi.ven   the
Opportun i ty .
Another   i.nteresting   result   of   the   study   was   the
l.ncrease    in    the   number   of   shocks    admi.ni.stered    by   subjects
who   aggressed   agai.nst   a   female   confederate   during   the
catharsis    phase,   and   were   then   gi.ven   the   opportunity   to
aggress    against   a   male    annoyer    (see   Table    1,    Male   Annoyer--
"Opposite   Sex"    condition).       Though   these    results   were   not
statistically   si.gnificant,    there   appeared   to   be   a   strong
indi.cation   that   once   a   person   had   aggressed   agai.nst   a
female,    he    (or   she)    showed   very   little   reservati.on   about
later   aggressing   against   a   male.       This   could   be   due   to   an
underlyi.ng   bi.as   of   perceiving   the   female   as    being   more   frail
than   the   male,   with   the   underlying   rationalization   that    "If
a    girl    can    take    the    shock,   you    know   a    guy   can."
An   explanation   of   the   rati.onale   for   employing   the   fl.rst
deceptive   debriefing   may   be    in   order,    as    some   may   question
the   ethics   of   not    immediately   providing   subjects   with
accurate   feedback.       The   deceptions   withi.n   the   experiment
were   deemed   essential    for   the   results    to   be   meaningful.      As
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the   data   was   to   be   collected   over   a   twelve-week   period   on   a
relatively   small    college   campus,    there   was   a   high   risk   that
subjects   who    had   completed   the   experi.ment   might   di.scuss    the
study   with   other   students   who   had   not   yet   partici.pated,
thereby   contaminating   them   as    subjects.       A   committee   com-
prised   of   three   faculty   members   from   the   psychology   depart-
ment   at   Appalachian   State   University   met    to   discuss    possible
alternatives    to   deal    wi.th    this    problem.       It   was    unanimously
agreed   that   a   deceptive   debri.efing   was   the   best   possible
soluti.on,    provi.ded   that   i.t   was   later   followed   by   a   full
accurate   debriefi.ng   in   the   classrooms   of   the   volunteer
population.       The   concern   about   the   discussion   of   the   experi-
ment   among   students   turned   out   to   be   well    founded.       In   spite
of   the   fact   that   during   the   false   debri.efing   strong   emphasis
was    placed   on   the   necessi.ty   for   confidenti.all.ty   regardi.ng
the   nature   of   the   experiment,   and   that   all    participants
signed   statements   that   they   would   not   discuss   the   experi-
ment   wi.th   anyone,    a    survey   taken   during   the   classroom
debri.efings    showed   that   45a/a   of   the    female    subjects    and    15%
of   the   male    subjects    had   di.scussed   the   experiment    in    some
manner   and   thereby   vl.olated   the   confidentl.ality   agreement.
One   of   the   most   obvi.ous    facts   demonstrated   by   thl.s
study   was    that   there   I.s    high   vari.abi.lity   in   aggression
tendencies    from    individual    to    i.ndividual.       Whi.1e   the   study
di.d    produce   signi.ficant   results,    it   could    have   been
strengthened   consi.derably   by   running   more   subjects.
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Possible    improvements    in    the   design   might    involve   mecha-
ni.zi.ng    the    annoyance   mani.pulation    to    insure   more    adequate
control    of   this    vari.able.       Thi.s    mi.ght    be    accompli.shed    by
having    the    subject   conti.nuously   defeated    I.n    a   mechanized
game   where    he   thinks    that   he    is    playing   against   another
person,    but    is   actually   playi.ng   against   a   computer   pro-
grammed    to    continuously   wi.n.       If   the    process   were   mecha-
nized,    it   ml.ght   also    be    possible    to    run   more    subjects    I.n
a   shorter   time,    thus   reducing   the   problem   of   subjects
di.sclosing   the   deceptions    to   students   who   have   not   yet
p a r t i c i. p a t e d .
In   closing,    l.t   appeared   that   there   was   no   one   rule
or   theory   that   applied   to   all    cases   of   catharsi.s   and
aggression;    rather,    there   seemed   to   be   an   I.nteraction   of
the   various   proposed   theori.es    in   different   situations.
There    is   sti.1l    ground   for   fruitful    study   i.n    pursui.ng   the
pri.nciples    that   govern   the   cathartic   value   of   aggressl.on,
and   the   effects   that   the   sex   of   i.ndividuals   plays    in
catharsi s .
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Table    1
Average    Number    of    Shocks    Dell.vey`ed    i.n
Phase    Ill    by   Male    and    Female
Subjects    Combi.neda
Mode   of  Catharsi.s
Sex  of  Annoyer          Same   person        Same   sex       Opposi.te   sex        No   catharsis
Male
Fema l e
an   =   lo.
6.7                         9.0
6.6                         6.4
Table    2
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Average    Cumulative    Duratl.on    of   Shocks
Dell.vered    in    Phase    Ill    by   Male    and
Female    Subjects    Combi.ned
(in    seconds)a
Mode  of  Catharsis
Sex  of  Annoyer          Same   person        Same   sex        Opposite   sex        No   catharsi.s
Male                                     1.62                            2.76                           2.13                               1.94
Female                              1.41                            1.56                           1.86                              2.59
an   =   lo.
Note.      Ori.gi.nal   measurements   wey`e   in   units   of  0.15   second   in
length.
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Table    3
Analyses    of   Variance
Measurement
Number   of   shocks
Source
Sex   of  Annoyer   (A)
Sex   of  Subject   (a)
Mode  of  Cathar-




Within   Cell
Cumulati.ve   Duy`a-
tion   of  shocksa          Sex   ofAnnoyer   (A)
Sex   of  Subject   (8)
Mode  of  Cathar-





Withl.n   Cell
aone   unit   =   0.15   second.
*p  <   .10
**p  <  .05
dfMS
1                   23.11
1                   12.01
3                31.51
1                78.01
3                 6.25
3               13.88
64              23.36
1                57.80
1               151.25
3             97.78
1            540.80
3            128.33
3             419.91
3            160.93
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MALE  ANNOvER
fl9iALg  SuBJgcTS FEfa!ALE   suBjECTs
Figure   I.      Interaction   effects   of   the   sex   of'the   annoyer   and
the   sex   of   the   subject   as   measured   by   cumulative
duration   of   shocks.
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aviALE  Su8!jECTS FBMALg  Sl!3JgcT3
Figure   2.      Interacti.on   effects   of   the   sex   of   the   subject   and
the   mode   of   catharsis    as   measured   by   cumulati.ve
duration   of   shocks.
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reali.ze   that   there   may   be   some   elements   of   stress    in   thi.s
current   experiment.       I   wi.lli.ngly   choose   to   parti.cipate   and
reserve   the   right   to   wi.thdraw   at   any   time,    if   I    so   desire.
I    also   agree   to    keep   confi.dential    all    I.nformation
regardi.ng   thi.s   experiment--the   nature   of   the   tasks,    know-
ledge    of   persons    involved,    and    any   and    all    experi.ences
during   the   experiment,    etc.--and   agree   not   to   di.scuss   the
content   or   nature   with   anyone.
Signed
Date :
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Creative   Thinki.n






SHAPE ..........  ( FEEL )
BRIGHT.........(DARK)
NEVER..........(ALWAYS)























JOY ............  ( ECSTASY )
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Tin
Appendix    D
SEX:           M           F
C r 1' t i ue   Sheet
D0    NOT   MARK
YES        N01.      Haveyou   ever   been   in   an   experiment   before?
YES        NO       2.      Have  you   had  any   pri.or  contact  wi.th   the  experimenter?
YES       NO       3.      Haveyou   had  any  prior  contact  wi.th   the  other   subject(s)
in   this   experi.ment?
YES        NO        4.      Do  you   feel   that   the   experi.menter  was   unbiased   in   his
presentati.on?
YES        NO        5.      Did  you   understand   all   instructions?
YES        NO        6.      Wouldyou   like   to  work   in   another  experiment  wi.th   the
other  subject  who  was   in  the  first  phase  of  the  experi-
ment?
YES        NO        7.      Wouldyou   like   to  work   in   another  experiment  wi.th   the
other  subject  who  was   in  the  second  phase  of  the
experi.ment?
YES        NO        8.      Would  you   li.ke   to  work   i.n   another  experiment  with   the
subject  who  was   in   the  third  phase  of  the  experi.ment?
YES        NO        9.      Wouldyou   li.ke   to  work   I.n   another   experi.mentwith   thi.s
same  experimenter?
10.      Addi.tional   comments:
D0    NOT   WRITE    BELOW   THIS    LINE
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The    followi.ng   questi.ons    pertai.n    to   Charli.e    Brown's
experi.ment   on   Catharsi.s    (presented   under   the   deception
of   cogniti.ve   processes).       All    questionnaires   wi.ll    be   com-
pletely   anonymous,    therefore   your   cooperation   and   honest
answers   will    be   appreciated.
1.      Sex:         Male        Female         (ci.rcleone)
YES        NO        2.      Di.d  you   sign   up   to   parti.cipate   l.n   the   experi.ment?
YES        NO        3.      Didyou   actually  participate   i.n   the  experiment?
YES        NO        4.      Did  you   mention   or  discuss   the   experiment  wi.th   anyone
prior  to  the  actual   class  debriefing?
YES        NO        5.      Did   anyone   di.scuss   or  mention   the   expert.ment   to  you
prior  to  the  actual   class  debriefing?
YES       NO       6.      If  you   had   prior   knowledge  about   the   nature   of  the
experiment  di.d  this   influence  your  participation   (or
deci.si.on  not  to  participate)?
ADDITIONAL     COMMENTS
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Appendi.x    G
Individual     Cell    Means
Cumulative   Duration   of  Shocksb
Mode   of   Cathay`si.s
Annoyey`        Subject        Same   person        Same   sex        Opposi.te   sex        No   catharsis
Male                 Male                             9.2                          32.4                          16.4
Female                    12.4
Female           Male                            9.6
Female                      9.2
4.4                           12.0
12.6                             10.6





Number   of   Shocks
Mode   of  Catharsis
Arinoyer Subject        Same   person        Same   sex       Opposi.te   sex       No   catharsi.s
Male                 Male                            4.6
Female                      6.0
Female           Male                            3.8
Female                     4.4
an   =   5   for  each   cell.
unit   =   0.15   second.
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I   wl.sh    to   give    special    thanks    and   appreciati.on    to   my
confederates    in    the   experiment--Richard    Freeman,    Ronald
Fisher,    Nancy   Alexander,    and    Ann    V.    Alexander.       They   were
all    magni.ficent   in   thei.r   roles,    and   their   criticisms,    sug-
gestions,    and   observations    were    I.nvaluable.       Some   of   these
observati.ons   are   deserving   of   speci.al    attention   as   they
indi.cate   vari.ous   factors   that   definitely   affect   the   course
of   an   experiment,    but   are   rarely   reported    in   a   psychological
r e p 0 y` t .
The   annoyance   in.ani.pulation    di.d    not   come   easy   to   the
confederates.       Many   hours   of   practice   were   requi.red   before
they   reached   a   point   where   they   felt   competent   i.n   the
annoying    role.       They   had   to   handle   feelings   of   guilt   about
hurting   the   subject's   feelings,    and   each   confederate
expressed   an   uncomfortableness   when   required   to   blatantly
attack   the   subject.       In   attempting   to   deal    with   thi.s   situ-
ati.on,    i.t   was    found   that   they   were   more   successful    i.n
annoyi.ng   and   felt   much   more   comfortable   about   their   role
if   they   concentrated   pri.marl.ly   on   their   playing   the   role
of   an   extremely   obnoxious   person.       If   they   were   a   totally
obnoxi.ous    1.ndi.vidual,    any    feeli.ngs    that   the    subject    had
regardi.ng    hi.s    1.nability   to   complete   the   anagrams   or
reactions    to   the   confederate's   comments   could   easily   be
channeled    into   hostili.ty   towards    the   confederate.       The
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confederates    felt   much   more   comfortable   handli.ng   this   as
opposed   to   playing    the    role   of   a   ni.ce,    quiet    indi.vi.dual
whose   derogatory   comments   might   result   in   the   subject
internalizing   feelings   of   i.nferiority   and   self-doubt.
Both   male   and   female   confederates   found    i.t   more   dif-
ficult   to   annoy   males   than   females.       This   was   expressed   as
fi.nding   males   generally   less   vulnerable   than   females.       It
i.s   also   noteable   that   the   confederates   found   subjects   of
thei.r   own   sex   to    be   more   suspi.cious    of   annoyance   and
"hassling.`    than   members    of   the    opposite    sex.       This   may   be
due   to   the   fact   that   members   of   opposite   sexes   often   engage
in   verbal    games    and   teasing   as   a   part   of   soci.al    i.nteraction
and    "courting."      The    annoying    remarks   might   themselves    have
been    I.nterpreted   as   an   indication   of   social    interest   coming
from   a   stranger   of   the   opposi.te   sex,    while   the   same   remarks
would    have    seemed   unnatuy.al    from   a    stranger   of   the    same    sex
as   the   subject.
Another   aspect   of   the   experiment   whi.ch   would   ordinay`ily
go   unmentioned   is   the   fact   that   there   di.d   seem   to   be   di.f-
ferences    in   the   types   of   subjects   who   i.mmediately   volun-
teered   for   the   experiment   and   those   who   signed   up   to
participate   i.n   the   last   two   weeks   of   the   quarter.      Recog-
nizing   the   problem   of   possible   contamination   of   subjects,
an   attempt   was   made   to   control    thi.s   factor   by   avoiding
running   subjects    from   one   class   for   a    long   period   of   time.
Volunteers   were   taken   from   one   class   to   fill    the   ti.me   slots
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for   one   to   two   weeks,   after   which   volunteers   were   recrui.ted
from   a   dl.fferent   class   for   the   next   two   weeks,   etc.       During
the   last   two   weeks   of   the   quarter,    however,    i.t   was   neces-
sary   to   return   to   some   of   the   classes   to   seek   additi.onal
volunteers.      The   volunteers   from   the   second   recruiting
sessions    seemed   to   have   a   higher   failure   rate,    a   higher
wi.thdrawal    rate,    and    in   general    less    interest   in   the   experi-
ment   than   the   first   round   volunteers.       This   may   have   been
due   to   the   fact   that   the   later   volunteers   had   little
personal    investment   1.n   participating    in   an   experiment,    and
signed   up   to   partici.pate   only   because   they   needed   the   extra
credit.       The   more   conscienti.ous    students   who   were   eager   to
learn   what   it   was    like   to   be    i.n   an   experiment   probably
signed   up   during   the   first   sessions.
An    interesting   note    is    that   most   people   who   withdrew
from   the   experiment   appeared   to   do   so   thi.nki.ng   that   the
experiment   was   designed   to   test   some   moral    aspect   of
whether   or   not   they   would    be   wi.lling    to   give   shock.       Even
though    1.t   was   clearly   explained   that   there   were   safeguards
for   the   person   supposedly   receiving   the   shocks   and   that   the
"shocked"    person   could   wi.thdraw   at   any   ti.me,    most   of   the
subjects   who   withdrew   cited   some   vague   reference   to   the
Milgram   studies   where   the   protesting    "shocked"    confederate
was    not   allowed   to   wi.thdraw   and   was    supposedly   shocked   to
the   point   of   unconsciousness.
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As    a   concluding   observation,    an   overwhelming   majority
of   the   students   surveyed   duri.ng   the   actual    debriefing
supported   the   decision   to   have   a   deceptive   debri.efing   as
a    safeguard   against   possible   subject   contaminati.on.       Only
one    individual    out   of   the   225   persons    surveyed    indi.cated
serious   disapproval    and   stated   that   she   did   not   plan   on
participating    i.n   any   more   experi.ments.       The   remaini.ng
survey   sheets   generally   contained   supporting   comments,
rangl.ng    from    "Whoever   talked   was    an    S.0.B."    to    "Jesus
Loves    You."
